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Teaching with the 
touch of a button.
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Smart template
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Bringing you innovation through perfect
product date and lettering inspection

The A230 says goodbye to an era of high-priced, 
difficult-to-implement, dedicated machine vision systems 
for character inspections. After reading the characters 
printed on a product, the A230 character recognition 
function distinguishes the product type and the character 
verification function checks the printing quality. While 
combining these two powerful features, the A230 is also 
easier to implement than any dedicated character verification 
system before it. Matsushita Electric Works continually
innovates to make image processing better and easier with
features can handle a wide range of character inspection needs.

Uses advanced algorithms to extract the characters only, 
with no background interference.
Grayscale processing is used so only characters are extracted even if there 
is competing noise in the background. Extract character strings by simply 
drawing around the target area to be designated.

MICRO-IMAGECHECKER A230
Character recognition type 

OCR
(Optical Character Recognition)

OCV
(Optical Character Verification)

Even when there’s a background pattern...

Even if there’s a line in the background...

Operation is this simple!

Smart Processing Function for OCV Teaching Function

By simply drawing the area... ...only the characters are
    extracted.

The characters printed on products vary widely and can range 
from dotted inkjet characters, joined characters that were stamped, 
to blurred or partially omitted characters. The A230, boasting many 
powerful features, takes on the inspection of such characters, a feat 
that has been so difficult up to now.

l Dot matrix characters l Joined characters l Chipped or blurred characters

Character
recognition
(Reading)

Character
verification

(Quality)

A character learning function based on Neural Network technology allows
you to register a variety of characters for recognition. Once learned,
the characters can be read even if their size changes.

A recognized character string can be compared with
a string pre-specified by a PLC or PC and the result 
can be output as a judgment result. Also, recognized 
strings can be output as string data.

Templates for referencing the product/lot number 
and expiry date can be re-registered using external 
control. On-site control is possible by easy push 
button operation and the A230 even supports 
position adjustment.

Just specify the area, and the A230
will accurately measure the lead
pitch and lead width in sub-pixel
units and count the number of pins.

The pattern-matching algorithm used is 
the fastest in its class for machine vision. 
Also, the smart template procedure can 
even create and adjust template models 
based on the image from good products.

The grayscale function quickly and accurately
detects and compensates for work rotation or shift.

Based on a registered grayscale template, thin and thick 
characters are automatically generated and grayscale 
subtractionl processing is conducted with the inspected 
characters. This allows you to make pass judgments for 
products that would problematically fail due to a slight 
thinness or thickness in the characters.

lEquipped with two OCR fonts
The A230 comes preinstalled with two
OCR fonts, OCR-A and OCR-B. Inspection
of characters in these fonts omits the need
to conduct learning.

l OCR-A l OCR-B

n Rotation Adjustment n Smart Matching n Lead Inspection of Connector or IC
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Supports various character inspections through OCR and OCV.

Extract characters easily and accurately!

Even recognizes dot matrix, joined, chipped and blurred characters!
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With the affine transform 
function, the image will rotated 
so that even if the work is 
tilted, setting and changes can 
take place.

Adjustment is a quick 
procedure because there is 
no need to correctly position 
the work.

Rotation
Adjustment

Area
Rotation

Affine Transformation
When
setting

Rotation

RecognitionRecognition

Verification

“Neural Network” learning function allows reading of different sized characters!

Output the inspection results

Inherits the functions of the A220 (OCV type) as is.

Extensive grayscale inspection function

RecognitionRecognition
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